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Introduction

The framing of an issue refers the choice of words which encour-

ages an audience to view the issue from a particular perspective.

E.g.: “Is the American government spending too little on. . .
welfare?” 23% of Americans agree

assistance to the poor?” 63% of Americans agree

We are interested in politicians’ framing of culture-war issues such

as abortion and LGBT+ rights. To address this question, we pro-

pose a data-driven approach.

Data and Methods

1,371 .txt files of web-pages of House of Representative candidates

from 2008–2018 discussing abortion with covariates for each can-

didate/year combination.

We analyzed this text through structural topic modeling,

which assumes the following document generative process: (1)

draw document-level attention to each topic, (2) draw each word’s

topic assignment, (2) draw a word from the assigned topic.

Our initial exploration of the data revealed that the Democratic

and Republican candidates frame issues in such sharply divergent

ways that we decided to examine the pages of each party separately

to allow for a more fine-grained analysis.

To fit topic models, we needed to specify, K, the number of topics.

To do so, we fit models across a wide range of K, various scores

for each fit such as held-out likelihood, and semantic coherence.

Results Validation

In addition to manually
checking randomly selected
documents’ scores, we gener-
ated linear models to check
that the direction and mag-
nitude of the effect of the
district variables is what
political theory expects to
see. The plot on the right
illustrates challengers’ gen-
eral greater willingness to
take risks (such as discussing
“Choice” in heavily Catholic
districts).

Discussion

Our work proposes a rigorous approach to identify frames within an issue when
topic modeling that synthesizes subjective, human analysis with data-driven meth-
ods. Moving forwards, we are interested in the following tasks:

• conduct larger-scaled human validation,

• explore candidate- and district- factors that predict the proportions of topics
employed by the candidates, and

• relate the identified topics to sentiment analysis using LIWC dictionaries.
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